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It started in 2016, don’t get me
wrong, I’ve always had good/great
credit in my adult life but that was
just due to luck. So, in 2016, I was
surfing the web (as I often do) and I
stumbled across a 52-week savings
challenge. I wasn’t making a lot of
money at work and the challenge
seemed doable. For those who have
not heard of the challenge, I’ll
explain. Every week you save $1
more than the previous week: Ex. In
week 1 save a dollar, week 2 save $2,
week 3 save $3, and so on until the
last week of the year (week 52) and
at the end you should have $1,378.
Super easy, especially since I’ve
always saved $50-100 a check into a
certificate of deposit (CD) for my
birthday every year. But unlike CD’s,
I put the money in cash into a mason
jar. It was an active/ mindful
experience. I had to go to the bank
and get cash or break big bills.
Admittingly, I love counting the
cash, it made me feel rich even when
it was around $500-700.

The other thing to I was mindful of
was interest rates. I found out that
the most popular and the largest
banks were offering next to nothing
in savings rates. People are
complacent with being charged fees
and making nothing, while the
institution makes billions off that
money. America prides itself on the
free market, and while on this
journey I've learned that I either use
the market or the market will use
me. 

Starting My Journey to
Financial Freedom



Rates Matters
Regarding credit cards, a few years ago I
learned you could call your credit card issuer
and ask them to lower the APR / APY on the
interest. When it comes to rates, a couple
points mean money you will either be paid
or must pay. In the grand scheme, everyone
wants to pay the lower rate and get paid the
higher rate in the form of dividends. I started
this financial journey with a simple objective,
save money with this 52-week challenge.
And to my benefit, that objective evolved in
front of my eyes continuously. 

Saving money led to the question of why don’t
I have extra money? Why at the end of the
previous years I didn’t have $1,378 in the
bank? Why struggle if I don’t have to? Once I
started asking questions a lot of things didn’t
make sense; so, I sault out answers to these
questions I ended up asking myself. Saving
cash every week turned into saving money
other ways. Lowering rates, taking advantage
of higher rates, paying myself first, and
eventually I thought of a budget, and I use
that loosely.
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While on this journey of becoming debt free I
started getting interested in investing. Like many
in my demographic (young, Black, and poor) I
thought investing was for the rich and wealthy.

I think the main issue many of us have with
investing in stocks and bonds are that we can't
wait long term for financial gains. Many of us
don't have the time or money to park in stocks &
bonds, especially when there is no guarantee of
gains (in respect to stocks). Another reason, we
often over complicate things, we think investing
require degrees and certificates in economics and
business.

 Another thing I've learned, nothing is hard or
complicated if you put the time and research into
understanding the topic.  Every venture/ stock
position has what Benjamin Graham called a
speculative factor. Which makes sense since, no
one can see the future; therefore, know the
difference between spectating and investing. Also
be sure to never spend more money than you can
lose.
Investing is no longer hard or complicated, or only
for the elite anymore. Technology has brought
investing to the masses, with determination,
anyone can learn anything at any time.  Google,
YouTube, and investing apps have made it possible
for anyone to learn and participate in the market.
It's more of a gamble, not so much about which
stock you have but rather how much you have.
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Investing
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#ChasingYield#ChasingYield
Yield refers to the earnings generated and
realized on an investment over a particular

period of time. In today's world yields are low
or even negative, meaning it doesn't pay much
being a saver. Right now foreign bonds are the
place to be, specifically, China. Beware of risk,
not just investment risks that occur naturally,
but also in dealing with a foreign power who

happens to be not so American-friendly. 
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